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A Method for Predicting Service Deprecation in Service Systems
Bofei Xia, Yushun Fan , Cheng Wu, Bing Bai, and Junqi Zhang
Abstract: An increasing number of web services are being invoked by users to create user applications (e.g.,
mashups). However, over time, a few good services in service systems have become deprecated, i.e., the service
is initially available and is invoked by service users, but later becomes unavailable. Therefore, the prediction
of service deprecation has become a key issue in creating reliable long-term user applications. Most existing
research has overlooked service deprecation in service systems and has failed to consider long-term service
reliability when making service recommendations. In this paper, we propose a method for predicting service
deprecation, which comprises two components: Service Comprehensive Feature Modeling (SCFM) for extracting
service features relevant to service deprecation and Deprecated Service Prediction (DSP) for building a service
deprecation prediction model. Our experimental results on a real-world dataset demonstrate that our method yields
an improved Area-Under-the-Curve (AUC) value over existing methods and thus has better accuracy in service
deprecation prediction.
Key words: web service; service deprecation predict; Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA); extreme learning machine
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Introduction

Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) technique has led
to a new day in software engineering, by changing
the way we design, develop, deliver, and consume
software applications[1, 2] . Recently, a number of online
service repositories have been established, such as
ProgrammableWeb, myExperiment, and Biocatalogue.
In these repositories, a large number of published
services offer Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) for external invocation, whereby users can
invoke various services with different functionalities
to create their own user applications (mashups) to
meet specific requirements. An increasing number
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of services are being published by various service
providers and invoked by a wide range of service users.
These services, service providers, and service users
form service systems[3, 4] .
However, over time, a number of services in the
service systems become deprecated, i.e., the service
is initially available for use and is invoked by service
users, but later it becomes unavailable. As such,
many service users who are developing applications
(mashups) are invoking services that will soon become
deprecated, leading to the inevitable failure of the
developed applications. For example, in the service
system ProgrammableWeb, more than 1000 of the
10 000 published services have become deprecated,
which has caused failure in more than 2000 userdeveloped mashups. At this point, it is necessary to
predict service deprecation to ensure the long-term
reliablility of user-developed applications. However,
most existing research has neglected the service
deprecation problem.
In this paper, we propose a method for predicting
service deprecation in service systems, which has two
main components. The first component is a Service
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Comprehensive Feature Modeling (SCFM) model for
extracting service features, including a service textual
description file and service provider information.
SCFM integrates the services comprehensive features
into a fixed-length vector. The second component is
a Deprecated Service Prediction (DSP) model for
learning the mapping pattern between the service
comprehensive feature vector and whether that service
was deprecated, based on historical records. DSP
is actually a binary classification model which
ultimately predicts whether a given service will become
deprecated in the near future. We evaluate our method
using a dataset from ProgrammableWeb, and the results
of evaluation experiment indicate that our proposed
method better predicts service deprecation than the
existing method.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we describe our motivation for this work,
using a real-world example. In Section 3, we define
the problem and overall framework of our method. In
Section 4, we present the two main components of our
method. In Section 5, we present our experiments and
discuss the results with respect to a real-world dataset.
In Section 6, we discuss related work and we draw our
conclusions in Section 7.

2
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the eBay API to build the mashup application, as shown
in Fig. 1.
However, in time, Yahoo Maps becomes no longer
available and is deprecated by Yahoo. Therefore,
although Yahoo Maps was available when the user
was creating the mashup application, its later demise
caused this mashup application to become unusable.
Furthermore, according to ProgrammableWeb’s
mashup records, 137 mashup applications invoking the
Yahoo Maps API died along with Yahoo Maps.
The main flaw in the mashup creation process is
that when a user selects a service from a good set of
services with similar functionalities, there is no way
of knowing whether a currently available service will
become deprecated at some future time. If the user
is given information regarding the future deprecation
of Yahoo Maps and the relative long-term reliability
of Google Maps and Bing Maps, then this more
comprehensive overview helps the user to avoid future
mashup application failure due to deprecating services.
To date, most existing research has concentrated on
fulfilling the functional requirements of users and has
overlooked the long-term reliability of services.
The objective of this paper is to develop a method
for predicting whether a service will become deprecated

Motivation

In this section, we use a real-world example to illustrate
the need for our work when users want to create longterm reliable mashup applications.
The ProgrammableWeb, by far the largest online
Web Open API (service) repository, contains more
than 10 000 APIs with various functionalities. Among
these, for example, are Google Maps, Yahoo Maps,
and Bing Maps in the mapping category; Amazon and
eBay in the e-commerce category; and Facebook and
Twitter in the social media category. These reusable
and programmable APIs enable users to select specific
applications to create their own new value-added user
applications (mashups). For example, let’s imagine that
a user wants to create a mashup application that could
easily search for and find local auction information.
The recommendation engine may return two lists of
currently available services to the user: Google Maps,
Bing Maps, and Yahoo Maps as possible mapping
functions and Amazon Product Advertising, eBay, and
Shopping.com for the auction searching function. In
our example, the user selects the Yahoo Maps API and

Fig. 1 A few good mapping APIs can fulfill the functional
requirements of this mashup application. But the Yahoo
Maps APIs became deprecated at some point. Therefore,
this user-built mashup application died along with the Yahoo
Maps API. If the user had chosen another API to deliver the
required functions and was reliable over the long term, this
mashup application failure due to the deprecated API could
have been avoided.
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in order to identify reliable long-term services and help
users create reliable long-term mashup applications.

3

Problem Definition

Our objective is to predict whether a web service in
a service system will become deprecated in the near
future. To clarify the study problem, we introduce two
definitions.
Definition 1 (Service Contents) Each service S
comprises a collection of words W that describe its
functions. Each service also corresponds to a service
provider P and one provider may provide more than
one service. Formally, the service content can be
defined as S  fP; W g.
Definition 2 (Service Indicator) We define an
indicator I.S/ to indicate whether or not the service S
will be deprecated, and I.S / is represented as a binary
variable: “1” means service S will become deprecated
and “0” means services will not become deprecated for
a long time.
Based on the above two definitions, we formulated
the problem of predicting service deprecation in service
systems as follows.
Problem (Predicting Service Deprecation) Given
a service and its content S  fP; W g, we predict the
value of I.S/ in order to tell the service user whether
or not the service will become deprecated in the near
future.
Predicting service deprecation has thus become a
classification problem, which we can address in two
steps (as shown in Fig. 2). These steps comprise the
two main components of our work:
(1) SCFM: SCFM takes the service content, which
includes service description words and service
provider information, as input and transforms
it into a feature vector. The feature vector
quantifies the service features that relate to its
long-term reliability.
(2) DSP: By exploiting the historical records of
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service deprecation records and the service
feature vectors produced by SCFM, DSP learns
the mapping pattern between the service feature
vectors and whether a given service will become
deprecated.
When a new service S 0 is introduced, we can use
SCFM to extract the features of this new service, then
use DSP to calculate its predicted I.S 0 / value. In this
way, the service user is informed about whether the
service S will be deprecated in the near future. In the
following section, we discuss the details and rationale
of SCFM and DSP.

4

Model and Algorithms

In this section, we describe the construction of the two
components in our approach: SCFM and DSP.
4.1

The objective of SCFM is to extract features from
service content that are related to the long-term
reliability of services. In our opinion, as the service
system has evolved, two main service features have
emerged that affect whether a service will be deprecated
in the near future: the service functionality and the
provider. As illustrated in previous work, services with
different functions may differ in their popularity[4] .
In addition, services offered by different providers
may provide similar functions but they also differ in
quality[3] . Therefore, we model both a service function
feature and a service provider feature and then merge
them into a comprehensive service feature vector.
4.1.1

Service
(SFFM)

Functional

Feature

Modeling

Service description words contain an abundance
information about the service function. To exploit
these words, we apply a concept similar to topic
modeling and probabilistically analyze the service
textual description. Specifically, we view services as
articles and service functions as latent topics. Thus, we
can employ the concept of latent Dirichlet allocation[5]
to quantitatively model the service functionality. We
called this model service functional feature modeling.
Table 1 summarizes the parameters that we used in
SFFM.
4.1.2

Fig. 2 Overview of the methodology for predicting
deprecated services.

SCFM

Generation process of SFFM

Figure 3 shows a probabilistic graphical model of
SFFM. The generative process of the service functions
and service description words are described by
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Parameters used in SFFM.

Z
Parameter
Explanation
M
Total number of services
K
Total number of functions (topics) evolved in all
services
V
Total number of unique words
Nm
Number of word tokens in service m’s description
file
m
Multinomial distribution of functions specific to
service m, in the proportion of one for each service,
 D f m gM
mD1 (M  K matrix)
k
Multinomial distribution of words specific to
function (topics) k, in the proportion of one for
 k gK
each function, ˚ D f
kD1 (K  V matrix)
fm; n
Function associated with the n-th word token in
service m’s description file
wm; n
The n-th word token in service m’s description file
˛
Dirichlet priors to the multinomial distribution Θ
ˇ
Dirichlet priors to the multinomial distribution Φ

Fig. 3

Probabilistic graphical model of SFFM.

Algorithm 1.
According to the generative process shown in the
probabilistic graphical representation (Fig. 3), by
placing Dirichlet priors, we derive the joint probability
of all the service description words W and all their
corresponding word functions F as follows:
˛; ˇ / D
P .W ; F j˛

ˇ /P .Θ j˛
˛ /dΦdΘ D
P .W ; F jΦ; Θ /P .Φjˇ
K
Y
kD1

(1) Draw a multinomial  k from a Dirichlet prior ˇ
2. For each service’s textual description m 2 Œ1; M 
(1) Draw a multinomial θm from Dirichlet prior ˛
(2) For each word n 2 Œ1; Nm  in service’s textual
description m:
i. Draw a function fm; n from  m
ii. Draw a word wm; n from φzm; n

PV

QV

vD1

vD1

ˇv /

QV

.ˇv / .

vD1

.nkv C ˇv /

PV

vD1 .nkv

C ˇv //

M
Y



P
QK
. K
kD1 ˛k /
kD1 .nmk C ˛k /
QK
PK
kD1 .˛k / . kD1 .nmk C ˛k //
mD1

(1)

where nkv is the number of times that word token v is
generated by function k and nmk is the number of times
that function k is associated with service m.
4.1.3

Parameter learning of SFFM

A variety of algorithms have been developed to estimate
the parameters of topic models. Here, we adopt the
Gibbs sampling[6] algorithm to infer the unknown
parameters fΘ ; Φg. Specifically, we begin with the
posteriori probability of fm; n , as follows:
P .fm; n jW ; Fa.m; n/ ; ˛ ; ˇ / /
nfm; n wm; n C ˇwm; n 1
 .nmfm; n C ˛fm; n 1/
PV
1
vD1 .nfm; n v C ˇv /
(2)
where “a ” indicates a quantity excluding the current
instance. nfm; n wm; n is the number of times that word
token wm; n is generated by function fm; n in all service
description files. nfm; n v is the number of times that
word token v is generated by function fm; n . nmfm; n
is the number of times that function fm; n is associated
with service m’s description file.
After a sufficient number of sampling turns, we
estimate the parameters based on the sampling results.
Through a similar deduction using latent Dirichlet
allocation, we can also estimate the parameters as
follows:
nk; v C ˇv
k; v D PV
;
vD1 .nk; v C ˇv /
nm; k C ˛k
m; k D PK
kD1 .nm; k C ˛k /

Algorithm 1 Generative process of SFFM
1. For each function k 2 Œ1; K:

.

(3)

where k; v is the occurrence probability of word v
given function k. m; k is the relevance probability of
service m to function k. The Gibbs sampling algorithm
is detailed in Algorithm 2.
4.1.4

Service functional vector derivation

After learning the parameter ΘM K of the SFFM
model, each service’s function (topic) distribution will
correspond to a ΘM K row. More specifically, the m-th
row of the ΘM K matrix, θm D fm1 ; m2 ; : : : ; mK g,
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Algorithm 2 Gibbs sampling process
Input:
1) Hyper-parameters ˛ and ˇ
2) All the service description words W
3) Preset iteration number T
Output:
1) Parameters estimates fΘ ; Φg
Procedure:
01. Randomly initialize F
02. For iter = 1:T
03. For each word token wm; n
04.
Sample fm; n according to Eq. (2)
05. End
06. End
07. Read out fΘ ; Φg according to Eq. (3)

represents the function distribution of service m and
mk denotes the probability of service m being related
to the function k.
At this point, the SFFM takes a good set of service
description words as input and outputs each service’s
function features as a fixed-length vector.
4.1.5

Service Provider Information (SPF)

We define a ΨM P matrix to formulate an overview
of the services and their providers. M is the total
number of services and P is the total number of service
providers. More specifically, the m-th row of the ΨM P
matrix, vector m D f m1 ; m2 ; : : : ; mP g represents
the provider information of service m and mp is
a binary variable for which “1” means service m is
provided by provider p, and “0” means service m is
not provided by provider p. The SPF function also
organizes each service provider’s information into a
fixed-length vector.
4.1.6

Service comprehensive feature derivation

To combine the matrices of ΘM K and ΨM P , we
define an IM .KCP / matrix to integrate the service
function feature with the service provider information.
More specifically, the m-th row of the IM .KCP / matrix
represents the comprehensive features of service m.
Lastly, the SCFM takes both the service description
words and service provider information as input and
quantifies the comprehensive feature of a service
into a fixed-length vector. In the next section, we
use IM .KCP / to develop our service deprecation
prediction method.
For new services, we can input the service description
words and service provider information into our SCFM

model and transform the new service into a service
feature vector.
4.2

DSP

In this section, we introduce the DSP model and how it
predicts services that will be deprecated.
4.2.1

Model description

In addition to the SCFM, we obtain each service’s
comprehensive feature vector. Then, from historical
data, we can know which services have become
deprecated over time and which services are always
reliable. Hence, we adopt a machine learning
method to learn the mapping pattern between service
comprehensive feature vectors and whether a service
will become deprecated from history records. In this
way, we can predict if a new service will be deprecated
in the future.
As shown in Fig. 4, the DSP designed is similar
to that of the extreme learning machine[7] binary
classification model. DSP comprises three components:
input matrix IM.KCP /H , hidden layer bias vector
BV1H , and output matrix OMH 1 , where K is the
number of functions involved in all services, P is the
number of service providers, and H is the number
of hidden layer units. The DSP input is a K C P
dimension vector im , as derived in Section 4.1.6. Then,
DSP calculates the output result p using the following
formula:
p D .im  IM C BV/  OM
(4)
If p is larger than the threshold value, the DSP
outputs 1 and predicts that service m will be deprecated
in the near future; otherwise, the DSP outputs 0 and
predicts that service m will not be deprecated in the near
future.
4.2.2

Parameter learning

The IM matrix, BV vector, and OM matrix are the three
parameters required in order to learn from the historical
data. We put the training data into two matrices. The
IM .KCP / matrix derived in Section 4.1.6 serves as
the input feature data. For the label data, we define

Fig. 4

Workflow of DSP model.
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another matrix DM 1 D fd1 ; d2 ; : : : ; dM g to denote
whether the service was deprecated, according to the
historical data. dm equals 0 denotes that service m was
not deprecated and dm equals 1 denotes that service m
was deprecated. The details of the parameter learning
algorithm, which are similar to those of the training
algorithm in Ref. [7], are provided in Algorithm 3.
Furthermore, a different number of hidden-layer
units, H , will affect the DSP prediction accuracy. We
will discuss this point in Section 5.

Algorithm 4 Service deprecation prediction

4.2.3

01. Use SCFM to obtain the new service n’s comprehensive
feature vector as in D fn1 ; : : : ; nK ; n1 ; : : : ; nP g

Prediction algorithm

In addition to the parameters learned from historical
data, we use DSP to predict if a new service will
be deprecated in the near future. The details of this
prediction algorithm are given in Algorithm 4.

5

Experiment

We conducted a series of experiments on the
ProgrammableWeb dataset, to compare the prediction
accuracy of our proposed DSP method with other stateof-the-art methods.
5.1

Data set description

We crawled the metadata of a service’s description file
and provider information from ProgrammableWeb.com,
ranging from June 2005 to June 2013. In this data
set, the textual information of each service consists
of its description file, service tags, and summary.
Most services have information about the publishing

Algorithm 3 DSP parameter learning
Input:
1) IM .KCP / matrix as input feature data
2) DM 1 matrix as label data
3) H number of hidden layer units
Output:
1) Three matrices fIM.KCP /H ; BV1H ; OMH 1 g
Procedure:
01. Randomly initialize IM by value in Œ 1; 1
02. Randomly initialize BV by value in Œ0; 1
03. Construct an M  H matrix BM H , each row of the
matrix is the same as BV1H
04. Tmp D IM .KCP /  IM.KCP /H C BM H
05. H D Moore-Penrose inverse matrix Tmp


Input:
1) Three matrices fIM.KCP /H ; BV1H ; OMH 1 g
2) Service description file and service provider
3) Preset threshold
Output:
1) 1 means deprecated service and 0 means service not
deprecated
Procedure:

02. Input fIM.KCP /H ; BV1H ; OMH 1 g, in into
Eq. (4) and calculate value p
03. If p > threshold:
04.

Return 1

05. Else
06.

Return 0

07. End

company and assign the company who published
the service as its provider. Deprecated services are
tagged as “deprecated”, otherwise, the service is not
deprecated.
After removing meaningless or vacant services, we
collect a total of 6700 services. Details of this data-set
are listed in Table 2.
5.2

Evaluation metrics

We use the Area-Under-the-Curve (AUC) value[8] to
measure the performance of the DSP method, and
derive this value as follows: Since deprecating service
prediction problem is a binary classification problem,
the prediction result falls into one of four categories
in a confusion matrix, as shown in Table 3. We can
obtain the True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive
Rate (FPR)[9] from the confusion matrix. Specifically,
TPR D TP=.TP C FP/ and FPR D FP=.FP C TN/.
Different DSP thresholds in Algorithm 4 yield
different TPR and FPR value pairs. With FPR as the
x-axis and TPR as the y-axis, we can obtain Receiver
Table 2

Data set from ProgrammalbeWeb.com.
Statistical

Total number of services

06. OMH 1 D H  DM 1

The number of deprecated services

07. Return fIM.KCP /H ; BV1H ; OMH 1 g

Total number of terms in services textual corpus

Value
6700
818
370 000
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Table 3 Confusion matrix of deprecated service prediction
problem.
Predicted as
Predicted as
deprecated service non-deprecated
service
Actual deprecated
True Positive
False Negative
service
(TP)
(FN)
Actual not deprecated False Positive
True Negative
service
(FP)
(TN)

Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve of the algorithm
and calculate the area between the curve and x-axis,
which is the AUC value. The AUC value ranges
between 0 and 1. The larger is the AUC value, the better
is the performance of this method.
5.3

Experimental results

In this section, first we compare the performance of
the proposed method, DSP method, with the classical
Naive Bayes binary classification method[10] . Next, we
discuss how the number of DSP hidden-layer units
affects prediction accuracy.
5.3.1

Performance comparison

We conducted a 10-fold cross validation[11] of the
overall dataset to obtain the ROC curve in order to
compare the AUC values of our proposed DSP and
the Naive Bayes. With respect to the Naive Bayes
method, we used the service description words, service
providers, and other textual information as input and
then calculated the probability of a service becoming
deprecated. With respect to the proposed DSP method,
we had to preset some method parameters: we set the
number of functions K (in Table 1) to 40, the number
of iterations of Gibbs sampling T (in Algorithm 2) to
2000, and the number of hidden-layer unit H to 50
(In Section 4.2.1). Figure 5 shows the ROC curve
comparison.
As shown in the figure, the ROC curve of the DSP
is higher than that of Naive Bayes method, which
intuitively indicates that DSP performs better than
Naive Bayes. More specially, the AUC of the DSP
(0.858) is larger than that of the Naive Bayes (0.805).
As stated above, a larger AUC means better prediction
accuracy.
5.3.2

Fig. 5

ROC curve of DSP and Naive Bayes.

powerful is the DSP learning ability. But if H is too
large, the DSP will be subject to the learning over-fitting
problem, which means that the DSP model fits only
the historical instance and lacks generalization ability
to predict new instances. In this context, we preset
different values of H and obtained AUC values for the
corresponding DSP for both the training and testing
dataset.
As shown in Fig. 6, we calculated the AUC value
of the DSP on the training dataset as follows: H D
5 (AUC D 0:81), H D 50 (AUC D 0:87), H D 100
(AUC D 0:89), and H D 500 (AUC D 0:90). Also
shown in Fig 7, we calculate the AUC value of DSP on
the testing dataset as follows: H D 5 (AUC D 0:712),
H D 50 (AUC D 0:858), H D 100 (AUC D 0:827),
and H D 500 (AUC=0.731). A higher AUC value in
the training dataset indicates that the DSP better fit
the historical data. A higher AUC value in the testing
dataset indicates the method has better generalization
ability and can better predict new instance. When H is
5, the DSP algorithm is unable to learn the matching

Impact of parameter H

In this section, we discuss how parameter H impacts
the performance of DSP. As stated in Section 4.2.2,
parameter H denotes the number of hidden-layer units
in the DSP model. The larger is the H value, the more

Fig. 6 ROC curves of DSP model with different H on the
training dataset.
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Fig. 7 ROC curves of DSP model with different H on the
testing dataset.

pattern between the service comprehensive features and
service deprecation from the historical data. Therefore,
both the AUC value for the training dataset (0.87) and
that for the test dataset (0.712) are lower than the others.
When H is 500, although DSP is powerful enough to fit
the historical data (its AUC for the training dataset is
0.9), it has the over-fitting (as its AUC value on the test
data set is only 0.73).
In conclusion, we must carefully increase the
parameter H to realize greater DSP prediction power
but also consider the over-fitting problem associated
with too large H value.

6

Related Work

The deprecated service prediction problem is the key
issue in recommending reliable long-term services to
users. In recent years, a few good of studies have
focused on service recommendation.
Semantic matching methods recommend services
based on the semantic relevance between services
and user queries. Li et al.[12] used the probabilistic
topic model, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), to
extract the functional attributes of services from Web
Services Description Language (WSDL) documents.
Their recommendation method is based on the topiclevel semantic matching probability. Meng et al.[13]
developed a keyword-aware service recommendation
method KASR, in which key words are used
to indicate user’s preferences, and a user-based
collaborative filtering algorithm generates appropriate
recommendations.
Many service recommendation studies have also
taken Quality of Service (QoS) into consideration.
Ahmed et al.[14] proposed a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) method for QoS metrification, which measures
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and predicts the behavior of Web services in terms
of response time. Zheng et al.[15] used a matrix
factorization technique to develop a collaborative
QoS prediction approach for Web services that takes
advantage of the past Web service usage experiences of
service users. Tang et al.[16] considered the locations of
both users and services when predicting the QoS values
of Web services and recommending service candidates.
Xiang et al.[17] developed a lightweight description
method for predicting QoS for the large-scale serviceoriented Internet of Things. Other studies[18, 19] have
used the QoS index to efficiently create web service
compositions.
Collaborative relations is another approach used to
enhance the service recommendation process. Cao et
al.[20] extracted user interests from their mashup service
usage history, and then built a social network based
on social relationships information to support service
recommendations for mashups. Xu et al.[21] presented
a socially aware service recommendation approach,
which uses a coupled matrix model to describe multidimensional social relationships among potential users,
topics, and mashups.
However, most research work has overlooked the
issue of deprecated services in the service system
and fail to take service long-term reliability into
consideration when making service recommendations.
Our work provides an effective quantitative way of
predicting deprecated services and increases the longterm reliability of services being recommended.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on service deprecation in the
service system and proposed a comprehensive method
for predicting service deprecation in order to help users
create long-term mashup application.
Our method mainly comprises two component
models. SCFM model extracts relevant service
reliability features from service description words and
service provider information and models these features
into a fixed-length vector. DSP model uses historical
data to learn and then predict deprecated services. Our
experimental results demonstrate that our proposed
method acquires a higher AUC value and thus performs
better than the existing method.
In future work, we plan to factor time into our model
and identify ways to realize more effective service
deprecation prediction.
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